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By Andrew Hipp

PowerKids Press, United States, 2004. Hardback. Book Condition:
New. 213 x 170 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Each
of these beautiful books features a series of lavishly illustrated
spreads that invite young readers to explore the inner workings
of an animal or a plant, while providing an understanding of
how they work as well as how they interact with the environment
in which they live. Other topics included in this inside-out look at
animal and plant life include their natural enemies,
geographical range, evolutionary history, defensive techniques,
and the relationship the subject plant or animal has to humans.
The intricately detailed color drawings and stunning photos
offer a dazzling tour of the circulatory, digestive, reproductive,
and respiratory systems of each animal and plant covered. The
reader-friendly text enhances and explains the striking images.
Getting Into Nature is a rich and lavish introduction to the
science, beauty, and wonder of nature, sure to create a new
generation of nature lovers and science enthusiasts. Where did
the sunflower come from? How does it grow so tall? How can its
thin stalk support such a large and heavy head? These and
many other questions are answered in this dazzling book.
Using...
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A brand new e-book with a brand new standpoint. it was actually writtern extremely properly and valuable. I am just
quickly can get a pleasure of looking at a published ebook.
-- Pr of . Ga r ett Schm itt-- Pr of . Ga r ett Schm itt

Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the
future. Your way of life period will be transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Sha yne O 'Conner-- Sha yne O 'Conner
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